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Jack was playing with his Hotwheels in his room at his 
house.Jack wondered how Hotwheels were made.Jack 
got Annie and went to the treehouse.They got to the 
treehouse and Jack found a Hotwheels book. He pointed 
to a picture in the book and said,”I wish we could go 
there.” The treehouse started to spin faster and 
faster.Then it was quiet. 

They climbed down.They heard a loud sound: bang 
rrrrrr crash! Annie pointed to the lab that the sound was 
coming from and said, “We should go in there.” Annie 
walked to the lab. Jack said, “oh brother” and followed 
Annie to the lab and went in. 

Inside, they saw Larry Wood.Jack read a book about 
him. It said he invented Hotwheels in1969.Larry saw them 
and he got mad and he chased them.They hid in a closet 
until he was gone.They went out of the closet and went 
back to his lab.Larry saw them again but they said, “no we 
are nice.”  

Larry stopped and said, “I am sorry. I am Larry Wood, 
who are you?” Jack answered, “I am Jack and this is my 
sister Annie.” “Hi!” said Annie. “I see you two like 
Hotwheels,” Larry said. “I do,” replied Jack. “Would you 
like some?” Larry asked. “No thank you,” said Jack. “Oh,” 
Larry said.  



“How do you make Hot Wheels?” asked Jack. “So 
they go through this tube then they go through that tube 
then it goes there and then they go to this bucket,” Larry 
explained.Then Jack saw a Hotwheel that had an M on it. 
So Jack asked Larry, “can I have that Hotwheel?” Larry 
said, “yes you can,” and handed Jack the Hotwheel.Jack 
said thank you to Larry.Then they went back to the tree 
house, found the book about Pennsylvania, pointed to the 
picture of Frog Creek, and wished they could go home. 


